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A NEW TYPE OF ACCELERATION CAVITY FOR THE HEIDELBERG TEST STORAGE RING TSR 

M. Blum, M. Grieser, E. Jaeschke, I). KrRmer, S. Papureanu* 
(Max-Planck-Institut fiir Rernphysik, Postfach 1@3980, D-69ou 

Heidelberg, *IFA Bucarest) 

Summary 

For experiments with cooled, highly strip- 
ped, heavy ions at the Max-Planck-Institut fur 
Kemphysik, a rf cavity for deceleration down 
to verlocities corresponding to a magnetic 
rigidity of B'q = 0.2 Tm was developed. 
This synchrotron cavity utilizes a novel 
scheme for magnetization using a magnetic 
quadrupole field. The power tests of the ca- 
vity showed a stable operation of the fast 
frequency control and a range of frequency 
variation bv masnetization of a factor 9 even 
higher than expected, The total frequency 
rance of the cavity is 0.45 MHz to 12 MHz, at 
10 kW power input-the obtainable gap voltage 
is 5 kV P' 

1. Introduction 
The Heidelberg Heavy Ion Test Storage Ring 

TSR [l] is a 55,4 m circumference low energy 
cooler ring with four fold symmetry, see 
figure 1. The injection line from the MP- 
Tandem Postaccelerator Combination [Z] can be 
seen in the middle right of the figure guiding 
the beam to the electrostatic septum. The 
electron cooler is situated in the next 
straight section, the experimental area in the 
third section, and the rf-resonator in the 
last one. 

The maximum magnetic rigidity of the beams 
delivered by the Heidelberg Tandem-Postaccele- 
rator is typically 1.1 Tm ("C"+ 15 MeV/u, 
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Fiq.1: Layout of the Heidelberg Heavy Ion 
Storage Ring TSR with its main 
components. The labels designate: AMX 
- dipol magnets, QDX (QFX) guadrupole 
magnets, SDX (SFX) sextupole lenses, 
MSX magnetic septa, EL1 electrostatic 
septum. The rf-resonator is located in 
the upper straight section. 

12: I&'+ 8 MeV/u). The magnetic rigidity of the 
storage ring can cover the range between 0.2 - 
1.5 Tm. In order to obtain heavy ions corre- 
sponding to this range of magnetic rigidities, 
at MPI a new type of ferrite loaded resonator 
was developed, able to stack accelerate or de- 
celerate heavy ion beams covering a frequency 
range between 0.45 and 12 MHz with a fast 
tuning capability of about 9:l. After the 
description of the resonator itself the 
measured electrical parameters are presented. 

2. Ferrite Loaded Resonators .._. _ 
For acceleration and deceleration of non- 

relativistic heavy ions on closed orbits 
variable frequency ferrite loaded resonators 
are widely used [3,4), in one case with 
magnetization by a dc-dipole field [S]. 

Fig.2: The Quadrupole Ferrite Loaded Resona- 
tor QFLR 

The principal advantages of such resona- 
tors are the possibility of the fast wide 
range frequency regulation and the compact 
construction. 

The resonance frequency variation is 
realised by changing the ferrite permeability 
with a d.c. maqnetisation field. Most of the 
existing resonators have a simple coaxial 
quarterwave geometry. The maqnetisation field 
is produced by several bias windings mounted 
directly on the ferrite rings and connected to 
a regulated power supply able to deliver seve- 
ral hundreds till 1000 A. The variation of the 
d.c. bias changes the incremental permeability 

and this way the resonance frequency is 
gfianqed. The inside construction of these re- 
sonators is complicated by the necessary fer- 
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rite 
which 

rings' support and the bias windings 
reduce the ferrite volume. Also, the rf- 

voltage induced in the bias windings neces- 
sitates supplementary rf-filters which may 
lead to some parasitic resonances [6,7]. In 
order to avoid this resonances a careful and 
lengthy tuning process is necessary. 

The Ouadruoole Ferrite Loaded Resonator 3 . 
At the Max-Planck-Institut fur Kernphysik, 

Heidelberq, a new type of ferrite loaded reso- 
nator 'h'as developed: the quadrupole ferrite 
loaded resonator (QFLR) [8]. Figure 2 shows 
the overall view of the QFLR assembled for the 
test measurements. Figures 3 and 4 show the 
cross section and the cut away drawing of the 
QFLR giving the principal details of this type 
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Fiq.3: cross section of the quadrupole fer- 

rite loaded resonator 
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Fig.4: Cut away drawing of the quadrupole 
ferrite loaded resonator 

of resonator. The space between the inner and 
the outer conductor of the A/4 line resonator 
is filled with ferrite rings and copper 
cooling plates. From electric strength con- 
siderations a clearance (radial dimension - 10 
mm) is needed between the inner conductor and 
the copper cooling plates . The magnetic bias 
field is created by an external quadrupole 
with 5 bias windings on each magnetic pole. In 
order to reduce the necessary d.c. power the 
space between the ferrite rings and the 
quadrupole poles must be as small as possible. 
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Fig.5: Calculated field lines in the quadru- 
pole ferrite loaded resonator with the 
Poisson program 

The general layout of the dxcitation 
magnet was done with the help of the POISSON 
program [9]. Figure 5 shows a field line plot 
for one quarter of the guadrupole. 

The necessary gap voltage of the resonator 
depends on the operation mode it is used for 
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(Table 1) Necessary gap voltage for adiahat,ic capture(a) and 
acceleration(h) of different ions 
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in TSR: the acceleration or deceleration of 
stored particles in typically 4 s and, as an 
extreme case, the adiabatic capture of a whole 
particle stack stored by the rf-stacking 
method. 

The voltage necessary for acceleration or 
deceleration of a pure multiturn stack is with 
typically 100 - 200 volts relatively small and 
causes no specific problems. 

For the adiabatic capture of rf-stacked 
particles with momentum spreads in the order 
of 1% voltages as high as 5 kV 

*P 
are needed, 

To illustrate the quite dl ferent require- 
ments voltages for representative ions are 
given in Table 1. 

. Radio-frequ 4 encv Measurements at the 
QFLR 

The new type of resonator was tested under 
low and high power conditions. First of all, 
the dependence of p'. on the magnetic excita- 
tion field was examined as can be seen from 
figure 6. Here pA is plotted versus the exci- 
tation current in the guadrupole windings. The 
resulting variation of the resonance frequency 
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Fig.6: The ferrite incremental permeability 
iiA versus the QFLR bias current for 
increasing (upper curve) and de‘crea- 
sing bias current 
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Fig.7: Resonance frequency versus bias cur- 
rent for two different loading capaci- 
ties 
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is displayed in figure 7 for two different 
loading capacities. For a value of this capa- 
city of only 18 pF the extremely large fre- 
quency variation cf 9:l is achieved. 

High power tests have been performed with 
a 10 kW amplifier. At the maximum value fully 
coupled to the resonator a peak voltage of 5kV 
could be achieved without any problems. A com- 
parison between the design parameters and the 
measured values is given in table 2. 
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